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1.In a configurable product, pricing is defined both in the product Base price, and also in the price field of 
some user selected Attribute values.  
If the user selects an attributes value that has a price, how is the resulting product item price calculated? 
A. Product item price will be equal to product Base Price only. 
B. Product Item price will be equal to product Base price plus the price of the selected Attribute only if It is 
a line item 
C. Product item price will be equal to product Base price plus of the selected Attribute only if it of the 
pricing formula. 
D. Product Item price will be equal to product price plus the price of the selected Attribute only if it is not a 
line item. 
Answer: C 
 
2.A Quote Item custom Field containing an Attribute ‘’package selection’’ is currently displayed on the 
quote as ‘’QuoteLayout.ColumnsPackSel.’’  
How can we change the display label of the field on the quote to ‘’package selection? 
A. Adding a new key and value to a System Dictionary 
B. Changing the Custom Label of the Attribute 
C. Changing the Label of the Quote Item Custom field 
D. Adding a new key and value to a custom Dictionary 
Answer: D 
 
3.In a parent Child Configuration, the value of Attribute ‘’Number of users’’ must be passed down to a child 
product, which is configured on a container Attribute in the parent.  
What configuration steps are needed to implement this requirement? Note: There are 2 correct answers 
to this question. 
A. Configure the container Attribute in the parent product to propagate the ‘’Number of users’’ Attribute. 
B. Write a product Rule to pass the Value of Number of users’’ to the child product. 
C. Create a Container column ‘’Number of users’’ with Column Types of product Attribute and attribute 
selected. 
D. Write a calculation formula in the Container Column ‘’ Number of User’’ to refer to the attribute 
‘’Number of users’’ in the parent. 
Answer: A,B 
 
4.When configuring the Autocomplete Attribute, which columns have to be specified? Note: There are 3 
correct answers to this question. 
A. Reference product Column 
B. Display Column 
C. Column Value Code 
D. Container Column 
E. Searchable Column 
Answer: B,C,E 
 
5.What needs to be done when the Recurring Price field is not showing on product setup? 
A. Recurring price and cost needs to be enabled on Attribute settings of the product. 
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B. The pricing mechanism needs to be set to pricebook and the Recurring price column needs to be filled. 
C. Use of Recurring price and cost needs to be enabled on the user page. 
D. Recurring price and cost needs to be enabled under Application parameters. 
Answer: D 
 
 


